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�These are really 
difficult times…..

�Economic out-look 
not too good….

�Deflationary 
environment

�Fear of going out of 
business among the 
companies still afloat

�Real concerns around 
a recession



� In these difficult economic times companies 
find themselves in ‘splits’ between short-term 
financial performance and long-term value 
creation

�On one hand, they need to save costs and 
restructure their operations due to the 
economic crisis. 

�On the other hand, they need to invest and 
innovate to create long-term value for 
shareholders, clients, employees and other 
stakeholders



�Everyone seems lost 

and there is only one 

guaranteed  stress 

reduction kit………

�Hapana

arikunyatsoziva kuti

zvinhu zvacho

zvirikumbofamba

sei!



�There is still 

expectation that 

the CFO is at the 

top of their game

�The CFO is still 

expected to play 

the superhero 

and the magician 

in these difficult 

circumstances!



�Monitor that business operations take place 

efficiently, 

�Ensure that loss-making products and 

services are being terminated

�Ensure that cost-saving measures  are being 

executed adequately

�Be watchful so that money is available for 

innovation and the organization continues 

investing to strengthen its competitive 

position (de Jongh and Wielinga (2009)



� This becomes quite 
burdensome doesn’t it?

� Sometimes it all gets to be 
a bit too much doesn’t it….



� It can make you 
run out of 
steam!

�Might 
altogether lead 
to one stopping 
in their  tracks, 
giving up or 
resigning to 
fate doesn’t it?



� After a while, the CFO 
might also begin to 
feel under-
appreciated (and even 
underpaid)

�….and might just be 
forced to sink like 
everyone else….

�…..unfortunately this 
brings lots of 
problems to the 
company

� I actually believe when 
this happens to the 
CFO, companies really 
need to be afraid…



� Its Compliance Steward- providing fiscal 

oversight

�One of its pragmatic strategists (as the role of the 

CFO evolves)- key in enriching the bottom line

�One of its main drivers of  continuous 

improvement (PricewaterhouseCoopers, 2010)

� Its voice of financial conscience in the company 
(Kurt Kuehn)

�One of its lead catalysts for change

�One of its key agents for organizational 

transformation





�Whichever way we look at it; the important role 
of the CFO can thus never be over-emphasized

� In fact, I believe the role of the CFO has never 
been as important as it is now……….

� In this difficult environment, the CFO is one of 
those vital cogs in helping companies cross-over



�Yes, times are tough, 
but the all-
important CFO 
needs to hang in 
there

�For the sake of the 
company, for 
everyone’s sake!!

"Tough times never 
last, but tough 
people do."
~ Robert Schuller



� My encouragement to the 
CFO therefore…..

� …….don’t tire….just keep 
hitting the road, your 
company’s life depends 
on it……

� I believe it’s times like 
these that the 
transformational leader in 
you should roar into 
life…….

� Focus on strengthening 
your transformational 
leadership role in the 
company in these difficult 
times in line with the 
changing role of the CFO



�Remain internally motivated-search deep 
within yourself for that energy to keep 
moving forward

�Stand strong when difficult decisions have to 
be made, and make them
• “I cannot give you the formula for success, but I can give 
you the formula for failure, which is: Try to please 
everybody.” – Herbert Swope

�Remain sober and well-grounded, check 
your ego
• “No man will make a great leader who wants to do it all 
himself, or to get all the credit for doing it.” – Andrew 
Carnegie 



� Trust your instincts, take calculated risks
• “The challenge of leadership is to be strong, but not rude; be kind, but 
not weak; be bold, but not bully; be thoughtful, but not lazy; be humble, 
but not timid; be proud, but not arrogant; have humour, but without 
folly.” – Jim Rohn

� Be adaptive, always look for opportunities to improve

� Never stop learning, be willing to listen to new ideas
• “Leadership and learning are indispensable to each other.” – John 
Fitzgerald Kennedy

� Be a key source of inspiration
• “If your actions inspire others to dream more, learn more, do more and 
become more, you are a leader.” – John Quincy Adams

� Be proactive in decision-making, don’t take a back seat

� Be a visionary
• “Leadership is the capacity to translate vision into reality.” Warren 
Bennis



� I believe a few of 

these pointers 

will help drive 

roaring 

inspiration within 

yourself

�….which will also 

filter into our 

companies



�Which will help 

us and our 

companies stay 

in the game 

during these 

difficult 

times……



�Even in these 
difficult 
circumstances…
…………..

� It’s the building 
of this tenacity, 
this drive and 
motivation 
which will keep 
us afloat…..



�While the 
economist in 
me tells me 
recovery is 
still a few 
miles away 
and might not 
be abrupt, 
fact is it’s not 
impossible!!!



�we need to hang in 

there a little longer

�Let’s stand strong 

and keep moving 

forward…..our 

companies need us 

now like no other 

time before!



I thank you!!I thank you!!I thank you!!I thank you!!


